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Utilizing ARPA Funds 
for State and Local 
Governments
With over $350B in federal funding going to states and 
localities, now is the time to accelerate modernization  
and ensure security to enable superior citizen experience.

FU N DS M U ST B E OB LIGATE D BY DECE M B E R 31 ,  2024 
AN D EXPE N DE D BY DECE M B E R 31 ,  2026

Experiences matter

By combining touchpoints with technologies we provide a unique, intuitive 
approach to delivering transformational experiences that result in empowered 
employees, safe and protected citizens, and secure physical and digital assets. 
Delivering on that promise, the Meraki platform offers unrivaled performance, 
security, and scale—allowing simplicity from anywhere.
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Hybrid workforce
Provide the flexibility for an employee to 
move seamlessly between on site/off site 
in a consistent, simple, and secure manner. 
When done at scale, this leads to increased 
agency agility and resilience, driving greater 
productivity and employee engagement while 
still providing essential citizen services.

Hybrid workforce and telework 
solutions

	✓ Z3 for secure teleworker gateway services

	✓ SM to provision, monitor, and secure  
remote devices

	✓ The Meraki platform enables faster 
deployment, management from anywhere, 
and the ability to scale reliably

Safe environments
Safe, secure outcomes are achieved with a 
consistent and comprehensive application 
of physical and network security across 
touchpoints. This enables agencies and 
localities to build a trusted workspace 
environment that emphasizes network 
cybersecurity and physical security for both 
employees and citizens. 

Safety for network, endpoints,  
and web security

	✓ MX with advanced security for cloud-
managed SD-WAN

	✓ MR APs with advanced licensing and  
Cisco Umbrella protection

	✓ SM for endpoint security

Wireless APs and network cameras  
to support safe physical spaces

	✓ MR and MS increase wireless coverage, 
allowing employees to remain distanced 
while working

	✓ MV to allows real-time viewability and 
ensure safe physical environments

Meraki enables state and local 
government experiences

https://meraki.cisco.com/industries/government/
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Enable your best experiences today!

Cisco Meraki experts can help identify state and federal funding 
to support your project, review your current grant proposals, and 

deliver custom Meraki packages to meet your needs.

Get support now →

ARPA funding can help you:

	✓ Partner with industry experts to achieve safer/
smarter employee and citizen experiences

	✓ Recognize cybersecurity as a necessary 
component to continuity of service

	✓ Strategically evaluate multiple funding streams 
to invest in your agency/locality
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